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Mouse by name, mouse by nature. Mouse is not prepared for her last-minute stay
at Aunt Evie’s. How will she cope at a new school without her parents around?
But before Mouse has even unpacked her suitcase, she makes a new friend – a
wombat called Miss Pearl! Suddenly, being in a strange cottage doesn’t seem so
bad, especially when she can snuggle up with a wombat.
Mouse soon learns that not everyone in the area loves wombats, including Aunt
Evie’s landlord, a sheep farmer who destroys them on sight.
Can Mouse find her voice in time to keep her furry friends safe?

You have a wombat for a pet? I don't, but Aunt Evie does in Samantha Wheeler's chapter book, Wombat
Warriors.
Action packed from the first words, we follow a girl named Mouse, as she comes to live with her Aunt
Evie for six weeks, by necessity. The Brisbane city girl is thrown into a South Australian country setting,
and has to quickly learn to adapt to the farm way of life, good and bad, happy and heartbreaking,
challenging and rewarding.
Wombats are incredibly adorable creatures. And there is no doubt that you will love them even more
when you meet Miss Pearl and read about her cheeky antics. Intrigue sets in however, after we meet farm
boy, Harry. He has a secret he keeps close to his heart. Meanwhile, the main character, Mouse, who has a
small voice but a very big heart, finds that her love for wombats helps her to break through her introverted
nature to become a true wombat warrior.
This primary school age chapter book will have you turning the pages as you read the inspiring tale that
has wildlife conservation at the heart. You will fall in love with three wombats: Miss Pearl, Willow and
Fatticake, and their cute wombat-edness will find an extra-special place in your heart. Readers will be
rolling their eyes at Aunt Evie and the way she always gets the end of clichés wrong. Plus there's the
cranky Mrs Campbell, who will keep you guessing about her behaviour until the end.
Author, Samantha Wheeler has cleverly woven wombat facts into her story, as well as adding a section at
the back of the book called "WOMBAT-OLOGY". Wombat Warriors is most definitely an exciting and
thoroughly enjoyable book for all children, especially those who are animal lovers with a passion for
conservation. I highly recommend this book for independent readers, shared reading, and for use in
educational settings.

Purchase a copy of Wombat Warriors at:
http://www.uqp.uq.edu.au/book.aspx/1425/Wombat%20Warriors
Connect with Samantha Wheeler at:
www.samanthawheeler.com.au
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